Hotspot, script for diff of derivative os implementation

#!/bin/sh
ORIG=linux
CAPORIG=Linux
DERIVED=bsd
CAPDERIVED=Bsd
#agent
diff -rus agent/src/os/${ORIG} agent/src/os/${DERIVED}
diff -us agent/src/os/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}DebuggerLocal.c agent/src/os/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}DebuggerLocal.c
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG} agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}Debugger.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}Debugger.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}CDebugger.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}CDebugger.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}Debugger.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}Debugger.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}DebuggerLocal.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}DebuggerLocal.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}OopHandle.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}OopHandle.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}Thread.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}Thread.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}ThreadContextFactory.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}ThreadContextFactory.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}AMD64CFrame.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}AMD64CFrame.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}AMD64ThreadContext.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}AMD64ThreadContext.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}X86CFrame.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}X86CFrame.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}X86ThreadContext.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(debugger/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}X86ThreadContext.java
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/runtime/${ORIG} agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${DERIVED}
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/runtime/${ORIG}/${CAPORIG}Signals.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${DERIVED}/${CAPDERIVED}Signals.java
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/runtime/${ORIG}_amd64 agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${DERIVED}_amd64)
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${ORIG}_amd64/${CAPORIG}AMD64JavaThreadPDAccess.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${DERIVED}_amd64/${CAPDERIVED}AMD64JavaThreadPDAccess.java
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${ORIG}_x86 agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${DERIVED}_x86)
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${ORIG}_x86/${CAPORIG}Signals.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${DERIVED}_x86/${CAPDERIVED}Signals.java
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${ORIG}_x86/${CAPORIG}X86JavaThreadPDAccess.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot(runtime/${DERIVED}_x86/${CAPDERIVED}X86JavaThreadPDAccess.java
diff -rus $ORIG $DERIVED
#os
diff -rus src/os/$ORIG src/os/$DERIVED

diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/attachListener_$ORIG.cpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/attachListener_$DERIVED.cpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/c1_globals_$ORIG.hpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/c1_globals_$DERIVED.hpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/c2_globals_$ORIG.hpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/c2_globals_$DERIVED.hpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/chaitin_$ORIG.cpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/chaitin_$DERIVED.cpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/decoder_$ORIG.cpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/decoder_$DERIVED.cpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/dtraceJSDT_$ORIG.cpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/dtraceJSDT_$DERIVED.cpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/global_$ORIG.hpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/global_$DERIVED.hpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/interfaceSupport_$ORIG.hpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/interfaceSupport_$DERIVED.hpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/jvm_$ORIG.cpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/jvm_$DERIVED.cpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/jvm_$ORIG.h src/os/$DERIVED/vm/jvm_$DERIVED.h
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/mutex_$ORIG.cpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/mutex_$DERIVED.cpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/mutex_$ORIG.inline.hpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/mutex_$DERIVED.inline.hpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/osThread_$ORIG.cpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/osThread_$DERIVED.cpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/osThread_$ORIG.hpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/osThread_$DERIVED.hpp
diff -us src/os/$ORIG/vm/os_$ORIG.hpp src/os/$DERIVED/vm/os_$DERIVED.hpp